Turgay Temel, received his PhD in 2002 in the area of hybrid-mode circuit design based on multi-valued logic and higher radices. In the field, he just completed a state-funded project which aims at using analog-wise information processing with digital concepts as a microarchitecture. The project was the first in this field in literature to his knowledge.
manner. The sensor development for biological information processing and bio-sensor systems have been at the core of his current scope. He has also developed unsupervised learning, i.e. clustering, techniques and currently working on single-step methods for high-performance pattern recognition.
Turgay Temel (Bahcesehir University, Turkey) Despite significant research and studies in biologically-inspired circuit design, the capability of the biological creatures still excels that of artificially human-made systems inspired in terms of adaptivity, sensitivity, and spectral characteristics.
System and Circuit Design for Biologically-Inspired Intelligent Learning aims to bridge that gap in the belief that compact organization and arrangement of the circuit and system design will be a major factor in attaining the pursued benefits of biological systems. Including research from abstract fields such as psychology to more concrete topics including circuit design, this text is designed for even fresh reader to make a smooth transition from principles to system/circuit architectures which simulate learning intelligence.
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